
Hi, 

I hope you are all well and have had a good Easter break.  

Now that the new half term has started, I will be emailing directions for reading 

activities, the focus for Maths and also, of course the topic activities each week.  

I sent home extra spellings when we finished, so if you have completed them, use this 

as an opportunity to go over the ones given so far, and more will be sent soon-

meanwhile, there are more spelling activities on Purplemash.-ay,eigh, ey, ei . 

Because this is distance learning, all the activities are designed to be as independent as 

possible, but your child would benefit (as always) from discussing their learning. Bear in 

mind that all children are different – some will naturally be more self-sufficient and 

some will be wanting to share their learning and expect you to participate. 

Hopefully, a balance can be found for all. 

You could also do some of your own research each week to add into the learning 

or watch a film linked to it-eg Ice Age would go nicely for week 1.  

Our new topic for Summer 1 is ‘Welcome to Bedrock, Captain Caveman.’ 

                                                          

 

                             Week 1 

Topic activities 

The Stone Age- introduction 

Discuss these questions-What do you do for entertainment? What are your favourite foods? 

What types of transport do you use? What is it like where you live? 

How different would life be if we were to take this all away?  

Imagine a world with no electricity, no shops, no houses like ours, no transport 

etc. 



Think about what you would do for food/ clothes/ shelter etc. 

Our topic is all about Prehistoric Britain, it is a time before Jesus- the Stone 

Age through to the Iron Age.  Watch episodes of The Flintstones- Do you think 

life would really be like this? 

Eg. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDHDGAJu7FI&list=PLo7e8zG-

orhNd7cBs5VNhKXSQD6eTVgEd&index=2&t=0s 

 

Stone Age period 1-   cave man-hunter gatherers – the Palaeolithic Period 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z82hsbk/articles/z34djxs#zgkj7ty 

  

Clip- Horrible Histories- Stone Age Medley    - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9AJUo6busg 

Savage stone Age- Dragon’s Den 

-  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67r2Q_rWYGo 

  

Listen to the songs for new vocabulary. Use google, a dictionary  or  wordhippo 

to find out their meanings. 

Have a try at the vocabulary matching activity- word doc 1. 

Look at PPT  (see attached )  

Try to order the timeline-  word doc 2 attached 

Reading 

Stig of the Dump- chap 1 read a couple of pagers each day -attached 

This is guided reading- a chapter a week – to do with your child. The language is 

rich with new words, but is rather tricky and will need discussion. Do a little at a 

time over the week. 

 

Literacy- read example- diary of a  cat   (word doc diary of a cat -attached.) 

Use it to spot the Language features- (word doc -diary writing checklist- 

attached. 

Write your own diary of your pet or of an object.  

Try to include the diary features. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDHDGAJu7FI&list=PLo7e8zG-orhNd7cBs5VNhKXSQD6eTVgEd&index=2&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDHDGAJu7FI&list=PLo7e8zG-orhNd7cBs5VNhKXSQD6eTVgEd&index=2&t=0s
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z82hsbk/articles/z34djxs#zgkj7ty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9AJUo6busg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67r2Q_rWYGo


  

Maths –This week’s theme is position and direction and movement.  

It includes-Turns- half turns, quarter turns , ¾ turns, full 360 turns, clockwise 

and anticlockwise-   look at mymaths for an activity on angles. 

Coordinates-   mymaths for activity on this. 

Purplemash recommended games to play for position and direction and 

movement- LOGO the Minotaur Maze, and 2GO –work through the challenges at 

your own pace. 

Keep times tables and division facts going---TT rockstars, purplemash coin 

challenge and songs 

Reading/Comprehension- purplemash- Around the World in 80 minutes chapter 1 

with quiz afterwards. 

 

I hope you understand all this-sorry it's rather long! 

Remember that non of it is compulsory-just try to do a good mixture of 

activities each day.  

Email back with any questions, 

Take care and stay safe, 

J.Jesson 

 

 
 


